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Core no. RC 12-294 S 37° 16' W 10° 06': 3308 m b.s.l.
Age control: Date: 10/1998
• G. bulloides, G. inflata, Uvigerina, and C. wuellerstorfi   d18O records (Shackleton, 1977; CLIMAP, 1981).
• AMS 14C analogue stratigraphy.
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LGM time slice: (conjectural)
• GLAMAP: 34-54 cm orig. depth
• EPILOG: 38-59 cm orig. depth
LGM foraminifera counts: Pflaumann (UP), SPECMAP
• GLAMAP: 36, 46, 48, 53 cm orig. depth (UP), 40, 45, 50 cm orig. depth (SPECMAP)
• EPILOG: 46, 48, 53 cm orig. depth (UP), 40, 45, 50, 55 cm orig. depth (SPECMAP)
References for faunal analysis:
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geosciences, a challenge for science and society in the 21st century, D. Reidel Publ. Co.
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• World Data Center for Marine Geology & Geophysics, SPECMAP Archive # 1
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